
GOLFING HITTING A FUNDAMENTAL DRIVE

Although golfers end the day on the 18th green, their day begins on a tee box. A drive, the first hit off a tee toward the
objective hole, may seem very routine and.

There can be a variety of reasons for spin rate problems but one of the most common is a downward strike on
the ball that puts excess backspin on the shot. This also promotes a wide takeaway for a sweeping path. You
might think that you are losing distance by not swinging as hard as you possibly can, but you will likely
average more distance with this approach. That is due to the fact that you have coordinated your vertical forces
or GRF. Grab two alignment rods and walk about yards away from where you are hitting golf balls and stick
them in the ground vertically so they are roughly feet away from each other. In this article, I break down each
of these problems to give you the tools to handle your nerves, your slice, or your inconsistency. The best
golfers in the world have been measured and they typically bend over from their hips roughly 34 to 38
degrees. Being able to touch your toes, rotate your shoulders as close as you can to 90 degrees, and perform a
deep squat are all important exercises that golfers should be practicing all the time. Making a full turn back
and shifting your weight will promote a natural swing rhythm, and you'll get more power if you're shifting
your weight correctly. There is no rush, so take your time throughout the swing and only start down toward
the ball when your body and club are in position and ready to go. Do we do certain things differently than if
we are hitting an iron or a wedge? Less Turn, More Jump! In reality, the best way to maximize distance is to
stay on balance and make sure you make solid contact on the center of the clubface. We find that the golfers
who create more force vertically hit the golf ball higher and further. It's tough to hit a good drive after making
a snatchy move like that. Step 4: Hit the Ball Step 5: After the ball is struck, take a look at the clubface and
what do you see. The golfer that knows where the ball is going to go has a distinct advantage in reaching that
goal. Setup with More Weight on your Trail Foot You should feel a little more pressure on the inside of your
right thigh. Without this, the shot wont be possible. When your weight starts to sway side to side during the
swing you will likely lose both accuracy and power from your driver. Swinging two clubs together will be
substantially heavier than the alignment sticks you just used and will further train your fast twitch muscle
fibers. When you swing the hammer you hinge the hammer with your wrist and the hammer and your forearm
create an angle or a lever for creating power and accuracy. Tee it Low? Many golfers fail in this regard and
lose their balance while trying to swing too hard and maximize distance. Turn Your Head in the Backswing
One of the best ways to reduce tension and increase your turn in the backswing is allowing your head to tilt
slightly in the backswing. Playing a round can also improve your decision making skills, as you have to think
your way around the golf course to achieve a good score. If you were to turn you trail foot clockwise away
from the target you will notice an increase in rotation and mobility during your golf swing. Take the club back
so that your arms and the club are parallel to the ground and your wrists are cocked at 90 degrees at the top of
the backswing. Take your stance and begin with your weight evenly distributed between both feet. Hit the ball
to the right of the sticks and get the ball to land visually between the sticks. If you were to place a pencil on
the club face with it sticking perpendicular to the club face you will have a great visual of the direction the
club face is pointing. Was it in the center? How to Hit a Driver Fundamental 1 â€” Balance is Crucial Staying
on balance should be priority number one when hitting a driver. Follow my tips and you'll be hitting driver
with some confidence in no time. Kibin does not guarantee the accuracy, timeliness, or completeness of the
essays in the library; essay content should not be construed as advice. If you move the ball further back in your
stance you will notice that angle becomes more severe and the further you move the ball forward the less angle
you will create. Fundamental 2 â€” Spending Time at the Top It is easy to rush when you are making a driver
swing, often causing you to not take the proper amount of time at the top of the backswing to let your body
and the club get in perfect position. How to Hit a Golf Ball High Much like hitting the golf ball low, the
easiest way to hit a golf ball high is to use the same basic principles as Chapter 5. I would exaggerate how
high and far the club travels. With an iron we actually want to place our ball closer to the middle of our stance
or basically where the hula hoop would touch the ground.


